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after #1 16 Old 08-07-2012, 06:02 PM Thread Starter - Horses: 1 Crosby Saddle Type? Hel r please! I can't figure out how old my saddle is. I bought it used and it's old enough not to have knee pads/rolls or any blocks. I don't know if it's me being in close contact or anything. I know they still make new versions of the saddle, which are
really expensive. I also don't know if it would be worth it to add knee pads/rolls to such an old saddle. Help, please! Post #2 16 Old 08-07-2012, 06:08 PM Location: Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada - Horses: 2 post #3 of 16 Old 08-07-2012, 07:40 PM - Horses: 0 Old Crosby Prix de Nations were old style FLAT close contact, no knee roll, no
hip unit and what was then named as a pencil roll. Most often seen in the frenulum of the skin. If that sounds like what you have, check the prices on eBay and see what they're going for - they've spent their value very well. The photos will be a great subspecies, like the serial number (Crosbys is then stamped into the skin on the
underskirt, description or photo of a saddle plate or nail head. If it's 17.5 with a wide tree, I could buy it from you. after #4 16 Old 08-07-2012, 10:34 PM Thread Starter and Horse: 1 Im not looking to sell it, I love it so much haha. Sick have photos for a few minutes because the camera is charging, but serial number 5 3 9070. I've tried
Google search in general, but im not sure how to figure it out. The plate next to the stirrup hooks says: Made in England CROSBY Olympic works and I think studs? everyone says Crosby is England. I bought it from a party place and the brass was extremely oxidized and covered in green and I still can't get much off. I can't tell if someone
tried to paint it or not. I saw a saddle that was very similar to that, but it was a naked color. Mine is very dark brown, but at the bottom is orangy with lots of strange dark stripes. The orange stripe is still on top of the saddle, so that's why they're confused if it's been painted or not. Post #5 of 16 Old 08-07-2012, 11:10 p.m. and Horses: 2 Is
This Type? after #6 16 Old 08-08-2012, 12:01 AM Thread Starter and Horses: 1 it looks very much like mine just darker. I'll have pictures as soon as my camera has enough charge #7 16 Old 08-08-2012, 12:16 AM Thread Starter - Horses: 1 post #8 of 16 Old 08-08-2012, 11:18 AM Thread Starter - Horses: 1 picture with plate says, made
in England it's just covered, I think covered in green. also stirred hook? I don't know if this will matter or not Attached Images File Type: jpg 030.jpg (70.1KB, 101 views) File type: jpg 031.jpg (24.8KB, 102 views) File type: jpg 036.jpg (35.1 KB, 102 views) File type: jpg 038.jpg (37.3 KB, 104 views) File type: jpg 032.jpg (49.8KB, 99 views)
File type: jpg 033.jpg (48.77 0 100 views) #9 16 Old 08-08-2012, 11:22 AM Location: Sub-Sanity and Horse: 3 This lovely older over Why do you want to destroy it by adding knee rolls? Do you want the truth? You can't handle the truth! after #10 16 Old 08-08-2012, 11:44 AM and Horses: 0 This is a bridle leather Prix de Nations, between
20 - 30 years. They are wonderful saddles, many people love them very much. Check eBay for value. And no, it doesn't make any sense to try to add knee rolls to the existing saddle. The saddle with knee rolls has a different size and flap shape than the one without. I would find that saddle in a wide tree. Maybe you should sell it and get
something off your knee rolls if that's what you really want. The latter is edited by the sea; 08-08-2012 at 11:46 a.m. Page 2 post #11 16 Old 08-08-2012, 12:41 PM Thread Starter and Horses: 1 I have very I think you could say inside? Knees. When I stand on my knees go in a lot. When I drive I squeeze with my calves as you should, but
inside my knees hurt and feel a little bruised afterwards. I'm definitely going to hold this saddle until it falls apart, and maybe pass it on to my kids. I'm just looking to buy bridles etc that match. Its wonderful old, tenacious saddle and blanks a little beat, perfectly used, but I got it for only 300. But I was really trying to figure out how old he
was. It had a few owners, from what I can say with the number of holes for the name numbers. Does anyone know how to figure out how old he is? Or which model at least? after #12 16 Old 08-08-2012, 12:46 PM Thread Starter and Horses: 1 Opps I haven't seen your Speed Racer response. Thanks for the info, I never thought about it.
But I think I'll keep it, I just poked fun to add knee rolls. I love that saddle so much. The patient will probably never get rid of it. I didn't think it would be this old! It's amazing haha. Thank you! after #13 16 Old 08-08-2012, 12:51 PM Thread Starter and Horse: 1 do you know how much they could sell when they came out? Post #14 16 Old
08-08-2012, 03:20 PM - Horses: 0 $700-$900 in the mid-80s. post #15 from 16 Old 08-10-2012, 09:49 PM Thread Starter is very neat. Thank you! after #16 16 Old 08-11-2012, 12:16 AM Thread Starter and Horses: 1 Do you know if there is a website or something I can use to determine the exact year it was made? I know stubben and
other saddles do it, but I can't seem to find one:/ Download the torrent of life as we know it. Directed by Greg Berlanti. With Katherine Heigl, Josh Duhamel, Josh Lucas, Alexis Clagett. Two adults, not single children, become caregivers for an orphaned girl when their answers.9 Responses - Dean Said, OMG YAY! Twenty-one pilots
rar.17.5' Crosby Jumping Saddle (So28088) Completely Repaired! So are we on Facebook. 1 in 7 Only 1 available 2 of 7 Only 1 available 2 out of 7. Saddles and So; Biscuits, treats and toys; Brier Horses; Harvest, bats and whips; Carry bags and saddles; Dog and cat supplies; Engraved Horse jewelry; Horse gifts and home decor; Pet
Lovers Gift Shop; Children's corner; Fly Things; Caring for food; Helmets and vestids; Horse health; Horses; Salt products; Skin and Tissue Care; Ropes.Crosby Saddle Serial Number LookupCircle Y started making saddles in 1960 and there were many serial numbers configurations. To help you decipher your number, we tried to provide
some recommendations here. Please remember the saddle can be discontinued style, and no information for tree sizes, prices, and category saddles will be found. In the past, Circle Y had several construction sites in small towns around Yoakum. As a result, some saddles may say Sweet House, Shiner, Cow Country, or Rebel, but all
genuine Circle Y brand._________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Serial search number for saddle 2006 and new. If you are unsure of the date of manufacture of your saddle, please see the explanation below the search to
determine the age. Format: There should be two rows of numbers on your production plate. The top line is the model number. The bottom line is the serial number will start with the year of production. Model No. 1234-5678-90 Serial No. 20061234 (This is the number to enter the search below.) If the search box does not work, please
scroll down, your saddle was most likely done before 2006. The most important aspect of sadding care is that the life of the skin depends on the care you give it. Crosby Saddle Serial Number LookupMost Saddles experience the harsh harshness of the environment, and proper care is essential to prolonging their lives. Gimme shelter is a
complete movie free download. The skin should be oiled with the best oils and leather conditioners available to you. After the ride, or if your saddle should get wet, clean all the leather parts that have been exposed to sweat and moisture, let dry naturally, and oil. Do not use artificial heat or direct sunlight for dry skin or it may become
brittle and lose its power. The skin that was burned as a result of this process should no longer be used. How to download games on a sd card. Crosby's magnificent saddle is Soph Ryde. Average tree and 16.5' place. The wool is flowing and in excellent condition. It's a super good saddle. I believe I have over $2,500 invested in the set.
Just some normal wear under the stirrups of the skin and blanks. Extremely convenient for both horse and rider. This is the most comfortable saddle I've ever ridden. Perfect for Eventers.Hunters or just someone who wants a good all-around saddle. The supportive seat puts you in the right position, pencil knee rolls and a little more flap.
Includes: irons, leather, nice 52' girth, pad and Crosby saddle cap. The included girth is a good 52' shaped leather girth with a D in the center and elastic at one end. I'm not sure about the brand, but it's in very good condition. The elastic is still in great shape rather than stretched. Wizard oz font is free to download. Out at all and
still'springy' Please me to know if you need more photos or information. I really want my buyers to be happy with their their THE PRICE HAS BEEN REDUCED! Offering for sale is very nice. Good.
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